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One graphical scripting tool for 
every automated5Gtestingneed

R&S®CMsequencer
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Background
It is impossible to underestimate the significance of auto-
mated testing in the wireless industry. Countless tools, 
apps and automation frameworks have been developed 
for such testing because it is so important and the num-
ber of applications is so vast. When testing with the 5G 
R&S®CMX500 radio communication tester, an automated 
testing that covers all aspects of 5G testing is mission criti-
cal, whether for FR1 RF parametric tests, FR2 over-the-
air (OTA) measurements or end-to-end (E2E) maximum 
IP throughput.

Historically, separate tools/applications with nothing in 
common and completely disconnected from one another 
have addressed various testing areas. This means every-
thing may be different, including the user interface and 
the type of user configuration, the handling of DUT auto-
mation and test plans and the way results are generated. 
Such unparalleled variations often make the user learning 
curve difficult and steep. Even when using the same net-
work emulator, an enormous amount of time and effort 
have to be invested in learning the different tools to con-
figure and test hardware functions, reducing efficiency.

New era in graphically creating and executing tests
History need not repeat itself. Rohde & Schwarz offers a 
single graphical scripting application for automated 5G 
testing that covers any testing, automation and result 
management needs. Thanks to the unique, intuitive and 
flexible graphical user interface, R&S®CMX500 users never 
have to deal with multiple tools. Handling different testing 
use cases with a unified user interface flattens the learn-
ing curve and opens up opportunities to move beyond the 
testing limits imposed by fragmented applications. 

The future will have a more unified approach, where all 
necessary functions for any kind of 5G testing are available 
from a single graphical user interface. 

With R&S®CMsquares sequencer or just 
R&S®CMsequencer, Rohde & Schwarz provides unique 
and intuitive ways to create test sequences for a wide 
range of test use cases, including 5G RF parametric test-
ing, 3GPP RF testing, protocol verification and E2E IP test-
ing. Working seamlessly with R&S®CMsquares interactive 
mode, R&S®CMsequencer makes it simple to create and 
execute test scripts and test plans in an automated envi-
ronment. Users build tests by arranging color coded func-
tional blocks one after the other, making the whole pro-
cess child’s play. 5G testing has never been easier.

R&S®CMsequencer is a graphical scripting interface that creates, configures and executes test scripts on 
theR&S®CMX500radiocommunicationtester.R&S®CMsequencerispartofR&S®CMsquares,thepowerful
R&S®CMX500userinterfaceandcontrolcenter.

AT A GLANCE

R&S®CMsequencer,well

nestedinwebbased

R&S®CMsquares,bringsthe

rightbalanceofsimplicity

andflexibilitytographical

scripting.
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BENEFITS
R&S®CMsequencerisidealformanytestingactivitieswiththeR&S®CMX500.Chipset manufacturers,
modulemakers,OEMs,networkoperators,regulatoryorganizations,serviceandrepaircompanies–
R&S®CMsequencercansupportalmostanyusecase.R&S®CMsequencersimplifiesworkflowsandhelps
create and execute test scripts and test plans and clearly displays the execution results. 

STATE-OF-THE-ART,  
FUTURE-PROOF SOFTWARE
The world of software is trending towards web applications. R&S®CMsequencer and 
R&S®CMsquares interactive mode are web based applications and can work on any 
operating system. 

COMPLETE TEST COVERAGE IN ONE 
GRAPHICAL APPLICATION
In RF parameteric tests, 3GPP RF tests, throughput tests, mobility tests, failure   
scenarios or any  combination of them – R&S®CMsequencer provides a single location  
for  creating and executing tests.

BUILT-IN AUTOMATED  CAMPAIGN 
MANAGEMENT
R&S®CMsequencer has sophisticated features to create test campaigns,  
 automate DUT handling during remote execution and result collection,  
including 3D  measurement charts for FR2.

SIMPLIFIED WAY TO CONTROL 
EXTERNAL EQUIPMENT
OTA chambers for FR2 testing, power supplies for battery life testing or other 
 external equipment – R&S®CMsequencer makes controlling and handling  external 
 equipment easy.

AUTOMATIC DUT-SUPPORTED BAND 
COMBINATION TESTS
Effortless scanning through all DUT-supported band  combinations and verifying 
KPIs (RF, throughput, etc.) in each band combination.
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Unblock tests with blocks
R&S®CMsequencer blocks form both the biggest and 
smallest units. From test campaigns to changing sched-
uling configurations, from controlling positioners in OTA 
chambers to adding user prompts, blocks are avail-
able for any operation. Having a single unit streamlines 
the creation of both simple and more complicated test 
sequences.

Blocks are placed in categories and rules are applied to 
the blocks in a particular category. Test script blocks can 
contain signaling or RF measuring blocks, but a test script 
block cannot contain another test script block. A block 
with multiple test script blocks is a test plan block. 

Functional blocks are color coded for better understand-
ing. For example, LTE blocks are orange, whereas NR 
blocks are green. Every block covers certain parameters. 
Users can set these parameters to control block actions 

and configure R&S®CMX500 and DUT signaling interac-
tions. For example, NR cell properties such as band, band-
width and subcarrier spacing (SCS) can be configured in 
an NR cell block.

View events and measurements live or offline
Test sequences that merely provide a pass/fail verdict 
are usually inadequate. Reports often need to outline 
the important events that occurred during execution. 
When performing RF or E2E measurements, measure-
ment reports presenting measurement values as tables or 
graphical charts can also be valuable.

Such reports are important during runtime when  executing 
individual test scripts. With live reporting, users get results 
immediately rather than having to wait until the end of 
the test script execution. But for regression tests or run-
ning test plans in an automated environment, offline test 
reports are essential for post analysis and generating 
final results.

R&S®CMsequencer HIGHLIGHTS
R&S®CMsequencerisembeddedintheR&S®CMsquareswebinterfaceconceptfromRohde&Schwarz,
whereitintroducesuserstoseamlessanduniformtestinginbothinteractiveandgraphicalscriptingmodes.

Sequential arrangement of blocks with detailed parameterization
Testscriptingcouldnotbeanyeasier.
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R&S®CMsequencer can do both live and offline reports. 
When executed from the graphical user interface, live 
reporting squares show important events and measure-
ment results both in tables and graphs. FR2 reports also 
include 3D measurement graphs. At the end of every test, 
an offline report is created in various formats (.pdf, .csv, 
.html).

Robustfeaturesformanagingtestcampaigns

ontheR&S®CMX500,regardlessoftheinterface

usedtocreatetest scripts.

Live updates on  executing 

scriptswithoptional

downloadsofreportsin

variousfileformats.

Manage automated test campaigns
Using the same graphical interface that was used to cre-
ate the tests to add them into automated regression 
campaigns saves a lot of time. In an environment with a 
familiar look and feel, test sequences can be added to a 
test plan and executed with a single click. Scripts  created 
in both R&S®CMsequencer and the R&S®CMsquares 
Python interface can be executed. R&S®CMsequencer 
is the default campaign management tool in the 
R&S®CMsquares software toolchain.
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TESTING USE CASES

3GPP RF AUTOMATED 
TESTS 

► page 7

MULTI-EVAL, BLER AND 
SENSITIVITY TESTS 

► page 8

END-TO-END 
 APPLICATION TESTS 

► page 9

ITERATE THROUGH DEVICE 
MRDC BAND COMBINATIONS 

► page 10

MOBILITY, FAILURE AND 
REJECT SCENARIOS 

► page 11
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3GPP RF AUTOMATED 
TESTS
Verifying 3GPP RF test cases in line with TS 38.521 (pre-
conformance) is one of the most basic and important 
use cases for 5G testing. Verifying sections 6 and 7, TX 
and RX tests provide the basic sanity tests for device RF 
characteristics.

R&S®CMsequencer offers these tests simply and automati-
cally for a one-click test execution solution. Special 3GPP 
blocks that comply with the configuration and test points 
in 3GPP TS 38.521 offer a ready-made way to test device 
RF functions. R&S®CMsequencer 3GPP blocks also allow 
modification of default configurations and the flexibility to 
test non-compliant configurations.

Even though easy 3GPP testing configuration and execu-
tion are important, comprehensive measurement reports 
for these tests are also vital. R&S®CMsequencer measure-
ment reports come in various formats providing a tabular 
summary of all 3GPP measurements with verdicts for each 
measurement added to the right. Results and verdicts are 
immediately available along with summary verdicts for all 
3GPP tests.

“NRFR13GPPCompositeNSA“opens

awindowwhereuserscanselectand

configure3GPPTXandRXtests.

3GPP RF automated tests
3GPPRFautomatedtestsareasmartwaytotest3GPPcompliantRFtestcasesandallowtestpointconfigurationmodification.
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MULTI-EVAL, BLER AND 
SENSITIVITY TESTS
R&S®CMsequencer offers blocks to thoroughly verify RF 
parametric DUT tests for more R&D focused RF appli-
cations. Transmission and receiver characteristic tests, 
such as error vector magnitude (EVM), spurious emis-
sions and RX sensitivity are just a block away with 
R&S®CMsequencer. Sweeping channels, bands, band-
width and TX/RX testing for every iteration is greatly sim-
plified with R&S®CMsequencer. Fast frequency change 
allows time-optimized performance of such sweep tests. 

As with 3GPP tests, comprehensive test reports are 
 generated in .csv format for post processing. Executing 
these tests (including 3GPP tests) can be automated both 
with R&S®CMsequencer and your custom automation 
framework. 

Faceless R&S®CMsequencer enables the integration of 
execution R&S®CMsequencer test scripts and test plans 
and collection of test results in any custom automation 
framework.

Note: R&S®CMsequencer offers complete flexibility when 
mixing 3GPP test blocks with R&D RF measurement 
blocks. Having one single test creation and automation 
tool for all 5G testing use cases, gives users the freedom 
to fulfill their testing needs with complete flexibility and 
confidence.

AllRFrelatedTX/RXmeasurementsarejustablockaway.
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END-TO-END  APPLICATION 
TESTS
Verification of high-level KPIs such as end-to-end (E2E) 
throughput, audio tests or battery-life tests are extremely 
important for 5G DUTs. To fulfill these testing needs, 
R&S®CMsequencer offers blocks and functions to auto-
matically verify such high-level KPIs. 

Features such as carrier aggregation (CA) with E2E IP 
level throughput (TCP/UDP), VoNR, EPS fallback to LTE, 
 battery consumption monitoring and audio codec tests 
can be easily created and tested with R&S®CMsequencer. 
Additional equipment for testing these functions can be 
handled directly by R&S®CMsequencer. This can all be 

E2Eapplicationtests:R&S®CMsequenceroffersexhaustiveE2EIPleveltestingpossibilities.

done from the comfort of R&S®CMsequencer for external 
equipment configuration and control. Test reports log all 
the data generated during the tests as tables and charts or 
graphs. 

Note: When an E2E application is configured with 
R&S®CMsequencer, measurements are automatically 
reflected in R&S®CMsquares interactive mode. Users can 
seamlessly switch to interactive mode to continue interac-
tive testing.
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ITERATE THROUGH DEVICE 
MRDC BAND COMBINATIONS
As specified in 3GPP, LTE and NR have many thousand 
band combinations. If a device had to be verified against 
all the band combinations it supports during functional or 
RF verification, testing times would be extremely long and 
the tests would require a lot of manual effort from users.

The R&S®CMsequencer Shuffler easily performs an auto-
matic iteration across the bands and band combinations 
reported by the DUT. This drastically reduces the time and 
effort needed to test RF, signaling and IP throughput per-
formance for all supported combinations.

Any combination of LTE, NR FR1, NR FR2, EN-DC, 
NR-DC and NR-CA can be tested as long as the required 
resources are supported by R&S®CMX500 hardware capa-
bilities. These combinations can be read directly from the 
UE, or users can feed these band combinations through 
a file.

With pre-defined and verified test scripts from 
Rohde & Schwarz, users do not have to start from scratch 
and with minimal changes can adapt these tests to their 
needs. Thanks to this high level of automation and flexibil-
ity, iterating band combination testing has never been so 
quick an easy.

Highlights
 ► Single-click solution to iterate through all band 
combinations reported in UE capabilities

 ► Highly flexible testing of various device functionalities 
(TX/RX measurements, throughput, VoLTE/VoNR, etc.)

 ► All band combinations in a single test report
 ► Band combination input from various sources  
(e.g. csv file)

TheR&S®CMsequencerShuffleriteratesthroughdeviceMRDCbandcombinationsforfullyautomatedDUThealthchecks.

R&S®CMsequencer Shuffler
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MOBILITY, FAILURE AND 
REJECT SCENARIOS
One of the main advantages of a test and measurement 
instrument is to create mobility, failure and reject scenarios 
with all possible error causes. R&S®CMsequencer creates 
negative testing use cases to ensure device functionality in 
all imaginable conditions. Dedicated blocks support RRC, 
NAS or IMS related rejects or failures with 3GPP defined 
fallbacks to bring the DUT in a well-defined state.

Dedicatedrejectand

failureblockexamples.

Dedicated reject and failure block examples

Mobility LTE NR

LTE

 ► Reselection
 ► Handover(withandwithoutEN-DC)
 ► Handover(withNRcellchange)
 ► Redirection
 ► Radiolinkfailure(withandwithoutEN-DC)
 ► Fastfrequencychange(bothLTEandNR)

 ► Reselection
 ► Handover
 ► Redirection

NR

 ► Reselection
 ► Handover(withandwithoutEN-DC)
 ► Redirection
 ► EPSfallbackwithHOandredirection

 ► Reselection
 ► Handover
 ► Redirection
 ► Fast frequency change



Service that adds value
► Worldwide
► Local and personalized
► Customized and flexible
► Uncompromising quality
► Long-term dependability
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Sustainable product design
 ► Environmental compatibility and eco-footprint
 ► Energy efficiency and low emissions
 ► Longevity and optimized total cost of ownership

Certified Quality Management

ISO 9001

Rohde & Schwarz customer support
www.rohde-schwarz.com/support 

Rohde & Schwarz
The Rohde & Schwarz technology group is among the trail-
blazers when it comes to paving the way for a safer and 
connected world with its leading solutions in test & measure-
ment, technology systems and  networks & cybersecurity. 
Founded more than 85 years ago, the group is a reliable 
partner for industry and government customers around 
the globe. The independent company is headquartered in 
Munich, Germany and has an extensive sales and service 
network with locations in more than 70 countries.
 
www.rohde-schwarz.com

Rohde & Schwarz training
www.training.rohde-schwarz.com

Certified Environmental Management

ISO 14001
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